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This study evaluates a fluid-filled, closed-cell lattice as a novel route to reducing peak acceleration in impact
environments. A conical structure was designed and built using fused filament fabrication. One structure was
manufactured hollow (100% air), another 70% filled with water (50% by height) and a third 100% water-filled.
Peak acceleration was evaluated by performing 4.1 kg impacts at 1, 2, 3 m/s. Impacts were then simulated in
shell and solid finite element analysis models, employing the smooth particle hydrodynamic method for the
water and a or the surface-based fluid-filled cavity method for air. The air-filled, conventional closed-cell
structures achieved the lowest peak accelerations at lower impact energies, however, water infill improved
impact performance at higher energies. For low to medium impact energies, shell and solid modelling accurately
simulated experimental trends, although the latter is more computationally expensive. Solid modelling is the
only viable solution for scenarios achieving structural densification, due to the inaccuracies in shell-based models
caused by the inter-surface penetrations. This work has demonstrated that fluid-filled structures provide a
promising approach to reduce acceleration and so achieving enhanced protection, whilst also presenting a
computational pathway that will enable efficient design of new and novel structures.

1. Introduction
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a layer-by-layer build process that
enables the realisation of geometrically complex structures. Recent
development in AM hardware and software means builds can now
achieve greater accuracy, finer resolution, better surface quality and
improved mechanical properties [1–3]. Increasing capability and
reducing cost means AM is now attractive to industry, creating market
demand for new base materials [4–6]. Thermoplastic elastomers (TPE)
are a material group with diverse application across many industrial
sectors, though components are typically manufactured via injection
moulding [7]. Emerging AM capability means high-quality TPE parts
can now be achieved using fused filament fabrication (FFF) [8], laser
sintering [9,10] and digital light synthesis [11].
Lattice structures are strut- or surface-based geometries that enable
optimised design relative to an objective function [12,13]. The former is
created by struts connecting nodes arranged in three-dimensional space,

with some structures resembling crystalline models including
body-centred cubic, face-centre cubic, and diamond. Surface-based
structures are typically more complex and often generated by mathe
matically- or parametrically-driven scripts [14,15]. Common examples
include triply periodic minimal surface models (TPMS) non-self-intersecting and continuously curved geometries, or
origami-inspired structures with a series of flat, folded surfaces [10,16,
17].
AM-built complex geometries are now produced as functional com
ponents, with numerous quasi-static compression studies describing
their relative energy absorption [18–22]. Combining complex geome
tries and TPE materials creates new opportunities for application
including helmet liners [10,23], shoe soles [11,24] and other mechan
ical shock absorption and actuation devices [25–27]. Whilst developing
strain-rate dependent material models to achieve computational-based
investigation remains technically challenging [28–30], they have
enabled design of functionally graded structure to achieve a desired
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mechanical response [31–33]. Such complex structures are attained by
relying on the principle of field-driven design and related physical
phenomenon [34,35] out-performing a uniform lattice structure, by
minimising weight and maximising stiffness; however, building very
thin walls remains challenging for some AM processes [36–38].
Leveraging additional, tunable performance could also be achieved
by integrating functional grading, or multiple materials, within an AM
part [39–41]. Here, we introduce a new surface-based, ‘closed’ cell
lattice that can encapsulate a second material and enables complex be
haviours e.g. a biphasic response. This study aims to understand the
complex interaction between the solid walls and water infill, to create
new and exciting research opportunities, initially within an impact
environment. This will be achieved by computationally investigating
fluid deposited within a single, closed cell, with experimental validation
enabled via FFF manufacturing [42,43].

Table 1
Defines the printer parameters used for this study.
Nozzle diameter
Print speed
Bed temperature
Extruder temperature
Extrusion multiplier
Layer height
Active cooling
Infill extrusion width

0.4 mm
2000 mm/min
40 ◦ C
210 ◦ C
1.4
0.1 mm
Yes
125%

2.2. Experimental methods
Impact testing was conducted using a spring-loaded linear impactor
(mass = 4.1 kg), guided by two solid rails (Instron Dynatup 9250 HV).
An impactor with a nominal diameter of 130 mm and manufactured
from tool steel was used to strike each sample. The impact speeds were
chosen as 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s, with events measured using a 500 g
linear single-axis accelerometer, securely attached to the drop mass. The
accelerometer was connected to a StrainStart® 9000 data acquisition
system (sampling rate = 50 kHz). Raw impact data was processed using
exponential smoothing analysis with a damping factor of 0.9 (MS Excel,
Washington, US).

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
A hollow conical structure (40 mm diameter base, 35.8 mm height,
1.6 mm wall thickness) was designed in Solidworks computer aided
design (CAD) software (Fig. 1a–d). This geometry was selected as having
minimal overhang to ensure high quality FFF manufacture, whilst also
producing a stiff and hermetic response during impact loading. Whilst
these dimensions produced a cell size greater than a typical lattice
structure (nominally <10 mm3), it created an inner cavity that could
contain a large fluid volume.
An FFF printer (2017 Flashforge Creator Pro printer) retrofitted with
high-specification extrusion control (Diabase Engineering, USA), was
tuned to fabricate the conical structure from NinjaFlex (NinjaTek, US), a
readily available TPE filament (Fig. 1e). Simplify3D (Simplify3D, US)
was used to define print settings and slice the STL files. The concentric
infill pattern was adopted at 100% and the extrusion settings (Table 1)
tuned to achieve fully dense walls without voids, which has been vali
dated in a previous study using micro-computer tomography [8]. The
g-code was modified such that a brief pause occurred at the tip of the
conical geometry before the cell was closed. Water was introduced
during the pause using pipette which defined the administered volume.
Printing was resumed and the specimen was sealed over with subse
quent layers of material, ultimately creating a 100% water-filled cone, a
70% water-filled cone and a 100% air-filled cone. A polyvinyl acrylate
coating was then applied to the outer surface.

2.3. Computational methods
2.3.1. Model preparation
The above CAD geometry was exported to Abaqus finite element
analysis (FEA) solver as a STEP file and a surface model (representing
the mid-plane of the solid model). This enabled investigation of
computational efficiency and effectiveness. The solid model’s inner
cavity was also created in CAD and exported to Abaqus, representing the
experimental model 100% filled with either water or air. This model was
equally divided in the z-height, to create the 70% water model. An upper
and lower platen were then formed as two analytically rigid shells, to
simulate dynamic compression. The upper platen had a 4.1 kg mass and
contacted the cone’s highest node, which subsequently served as the
point for displacement measurement and for computing the
acceleration-time response. Impact velocities were assigned to enable
explicit, dynamic analysis, with the lower platen fully constrained.
The solid model was assigned quadratic tetrahedral elements
(C3D10M) and meshed with ~ 2 mm global element size. The shell
model was assigned 1 mm linear quadrilateral (S4R) and linear trian
gular (S3R) elements. Following the mesh sensitivity study the filled

Fig. 1. Fluid-filled conical model: (a) 2D sketch with dimensions; (b) 3D solid model; (c) cut-away view of solid model; (d) cut-away view of shell model; (e) FFF part;
(f) meshed solid; (g) meshed shell; (h) meshed water-filled; (i) meshed 70% water; and (j) cut-away view of meshed solid and 70% water assembly.
2
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model was assigned 2 mm linear tetrahedron (C3D4) and the 70%-filled
model linear hexagonal (C3D8R), elements. Meshing was not required
for analytical rigid shells. General contact was defined for all the models.
The choice of elements was governed by the intricacy of shell or solid
geometry, the severity of strain gradients, the possibility of element
distortion, and the complexity of contact conditions. All analyses
assumed a hard contact and smooth (i.e. frictionless) interactions. For all
water models, the volume mesh was converted into continuum pseudoparticles that were modelled using PC3D elements during the analysis.

Table 3
Water properties and values used in FEA simulation.

2.3.2. Material assignment
The solid and shell models were assigned an hyperelastic (MooneyRivlin) augmented with a linear viscoelastic (Prony series) model
(Table 2) [10].
Three computational methods were considered for fluid (water)
modelling: (1) smooth particle hydrodynamic (SPH); (2) coupled
Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL), and; (3) surface-based, fluid-filled cavity
modelling [44]. SPH modelling was selected to simulate the fluid
response during impact, as it achieved favourable computational time
versus CEL. The water was treated as a nearly incompressible, nearly
inviscid Newtonian fluid, which was modelled using the linear Us− Up
Hugoniot form of the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state. The equation
parameters appear in Table 3 [44].
The 100% air-filled cell was modelled by creating a surface-based
fluid-filled cavity. In this approach the cavity reference node and an
element-based surface were defined on the inside of the cone. This
surface was used to define a fluid cavity filled with air. This cavity
reference node has a single degree of freedom representing the pressure
inside the fluid cavity. The finite element calculations for surface-based
cavities were performed using volume elements, which were created
internally by Abaqus using the surface facet geometry and the cavity
reference node. In Table 4, the air properties from inside the cone are
defined as part of the fluid behaviour [44]. All simulations were per
formed using parallel processing capability afforded by Intel®Cor
e™i9-9980HK CPU@2.40 GHz processor, 32 GB RAM, 64-bit operating
system where each simulation was allocated with 4 multiple processors.

Table 4
Air properties and values used in FEA simulation.

Parameters
Density (ρ)
Viscosity (η)
Speed of sound (c0)
S
Γ0

Table 2
TPE visco-hyperelastic model parameters [10].
Viscoelasticity Prony series
1
2
3
4
5

G/MPa
0.196
0.129
7.67E-02
6.03E-02
7.10E-02

K/MPa
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Parameters

Value

Units

Absolute zero temperature
Universal gas constant

− 273
8314

◦

Ideal gas molecular weight (air weight in the cavity)
Molar heat capacity (air heat capacity at constant
pressure)
Ambient pressure (pressure inside the cavity)

8.09 × 10− 9
29.19 × 103
0.1

C
mJ/mol
K
tonne
mJ/mol
K
MPa

FEA simulations were performed to better understand the fluidstructure experimental interactions. The shell and solid models also
enabled consideration of the most appropriate computational approach
to simulate these complex problems.
The 1 m/s simulated impact impulse (Fig. 3) was replicated from the
experimental setup. The computationally derived acceleration-time
trace for the 100% water-filled model exhibited close correlation with
the experimental data. A positive correlation was evident for the peak
acceleration and pulse duration for the 70% water-filled solid and shell
simulations, though both under-predicted the compression phase by
0.01–0.02 s. The 100% air-filled models both underpredicted the peak
value, whilst the computational impulse time was longer than the
experimental data in the energy releasing phase. This rebound inaccu
racy could be influenced by the absence of the Mullins effect material
model, which considers the hysteresis loading and unloading for a given
cycle following different paths. A similar phenomenon was observed in a
previous study, especially at lower impact velocities [10]. Improved
fidelity, however, is observed for higher impact energies as shown in
Figs. 4c and 6c.
Acceleration-time traces for the 2 m/s water-filled impact (Fig. 4)
indicates close comparability between the solid model and experimental
data. Whilst the shell model slightly overpredicted peak g, when
considering its reduced computational time versus the solid model
(Fig. 7), this approach appears to quickly achieve reasonably accurate
data, when investigating complex geometries. Both the solid and shell
100% air-filled simulations overpredicted peak g, though the former was
more accurate in forecasting impulse time. The upper platen displace
ment was also compared between the experiment and simulations
(Fig. 4d). All analytical solutions demonstrated a linear displacement
before reaching maximum compression. The air-filled solid simulation
has the strongest correlation with equivalent experimental data (0.4%

The acceleration-time responses of the 3 conical structures (100%
water-, 70% water- and 100% air-filled) impacted at 3 different veloc
ities (1, 2 and 3 m/s) are presented in Fig. 2.
At 1 m/s, all structures achieve a similar plateau response up to
0.01 s, followed by rapid acceleration (Fig. 2a). The 100% air-filled
model then has a 6 g-force (g) peak at 0.015 s, maintained until
0.025 s, before reducing. The overall time impulse is 0.04 s. The 100%
water-filled model records a 9 g peak acceleration, maintained for a
shorter impulse period and recording 0.035 s overall impact time. The
70% water-filled model follows a similar response as the 100% air-filled
model to 6 g, then linearly increases to 9 g, before the acceleration is
reduced. This means the 70% water-filled model demonstrates behav
iour between the two other constructs.
At 2 m/s impact speed (Fig. 2b), the sharp peaks of the acceleration-

C01/MPa
0.363

Tonne/mm3
MPa s
mm/s

1 × 10
1 × 10 -9
1.48 × 106
0
0

3.2. FEA evaluation

3.1. Experimental evaluation

C10/MPa
2.93

Units
-9

time profiles indicate models entered the densification phase. At this
impact condition, the 100% air-filled (33 g) exhibited superior perfor
mance. The 70% and 100% water-filled model had 48 g and 42 g peak
accelerations, respectively. These peak accelerations are much higher
than the slower impact speeds, with shorter time durations.
Increasing impact speed to 3 m/s (Fig. 2c), the 100% air-filled model
then generated the highest peak acceleration (108 g), versus 70% waterfilled (97 g) and 100% water-filled (82 g). This means fluid-filled
structures are more effective at dissipating relatively high impact en
ergies, versus contemporary air-filled structures. All 3 m/s models again
have a much shorter impulse (0.02 s) than the slower impacts.

3. Result and discussion

Mooney-Rivlin material model coefficients

Value

tau/s
1.27E-03
8.30E-02
0.894
6.51
54.6
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Fig. 2. Acceleration-time responses of 100% water-filled, 70% water-filled and 100% air-filled structures impacted at (a) 1 m/s, (b) 2 m/s, and (c) 3 m/s.

Fig. 3. Experimental and simulated acceleration-time graphs for 1 m/s impact speed (a) 100% water-filled, (b) 70% water-filled, (c) 100% air-filled.
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Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated acceleration-time graphs describing a 2 m/s impact on a conical structure that was (a) 100% water-filled, (b) 70% water-filled
and, (c) 100% air-filled. (d) Upper platen displacement trends.

Fig. 5. Compression response of the 3 models at t = 0 s, 0.005 s, 0.01 s and ‘max’. The additional values describe the minimum deflection, calculated as the dif
ference between the original height and the highest remaining feature. The particles represent water.

deviation), then the 100% water-filled models (0.5% deviation). The
70% water-filled model over-predicted deflection by 12%.
Cut-away views of all models demonstrate the relative structural
deformation and fluid displacement (Fig. 5) at t = 0 s, 0.005 s, 0.01 s

and maximum (i.e. time at peak) (Fig. 4). All models show similar
compression responses from t = 0 s to t = 0.01 s (Fig. 4d). Fig. 5 de
scribes numerical differences in the physical collapse behaviours. At
t = 0.005 s, the maximum side wall deflection is 9–10 mm across all
5
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Fig. 6. Experimental and simulated acceleration-time graphs for 3 m/s impact speed (a) 100% water-filled, (b) 70% water-filled, (c) 100% air-filled structures, (d)
Cut-away view of fully compressed air-filled model.

Fig. 7. Run time efficiency and % deviation at peak g between solid and shell models for 3 impact velocities.

tests, though the mechanism of collapse appears dependant on fluid
resistance. This deflection is initiated by cell wall buckling, which is
visible on some acceleration-time plots as an initial peak that appears
dependant on both loading rate and infill. At t = 0.01 s, the maximum
side wall deflection was 18–19 mm across all models. In this case the
difference is more pronounced; the top portion of the air-filled model
begins contacting the base; however, no contact is evident in the other
models. The final time-step, t = max, represents maximum deformation
in each model. As expected, the 100% air-filled structure is completely
folded given the lowest fluid resistance, whereas the 70% water-filled
and 100% water-filled models demonstrate less deformation. All such
scenarios do, however, represent a point of relative densification and so

create a second, larger, peak acceleration (Figs. 2–6).
Fig. 6(a and b) compare the experimental and simulation output of
the 100% water-filled and 70% water-filled structures, at a 3 m/s impact
speed. The impulse responses from both solid and shell solutions were
close to the equivalent experimental data; however, the latter signifi
cantly over-predicted peak g. The air-filled simulation data (Fig. 6c) is
presented for the solid model only, as the shell simulation failed due to
increased inter-surface penetration. Peak g is far greater in the numer
ical solution (relative to the experimental data), caused by poor fidelity
of the visco-hyperelastic material model in full-densification scenarios
(Fig. 6d). This highlights that shell modelling, whilst computationally
cheaper, is unsuitable for scenarios with multiple, complex surfaces,
6
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where there is a densification risk.
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3.3. Run-time efficiency
The shell and solid model processing time for all impact velocities are
shown in Fig. 7, together with the percentage deviation between
experiment and simulation peak g result. Solid model processing times
ranged from 5 to 15.5 h, depending on the allocated impulse times. Shell
processing times ranged from 0.19 to 4 h. The percentage deviations at
peak g are comparable for 1 m/s and 2 m/s impact velocities for shell
and solid models. The difference is more pronounced at 3 m/s, however,
with the results clearly indicating that solid modelling is a necessity for
final validation, although the shell model does afford some time-saving
during the initial design optimisation phase. The transition from shell to
solid model will, however, ultimately be governed by the accuracy
demanded for each design scenario.
4. Conclusion
This study aimed to understand how a fluid-filled, closed-cell struc
ture could reduce acceleration during impact. Experimental data dem
onstrates fluid influences and reduces acceleration and so can be
considered to improve protective performance, relative to contempo
rary, air-filled structures at higher impact energies. This could be
important in structures where energy absorption is of critical
importance.
This work also provides a computational pathway to efficiently and
effectively developing new and novel fluid-filled structures. The SPH
and fluid-based air-cavity computational techniques were successfully
employed for water and air, respectively. At low to medium impact
loading, shell and solid modelling accurately simulated experimental
trends, although the latter was more computationally expensive. Solid
modelling is the only viable solution for higher impacts causing struc
tural densification, as inter-surface penetrations cause inaccuracies in
shell-based models.
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